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Abstract 37 

Fugitive losses from natural gas distribution systems are a significant source of anthropogenic methane.  38 

Here, we report on a national sampling program to measure methane emissions from 13 urban distribution 39 

systems across the US.  Emission factors were derived from direct measurements at 230 underground 40 

pipeline leaks and 229 metering and regulating facilities using stratified random sampling.  When these 41 

new emission factors are combined with estimates for customer meters, maintenance, and upsets, and 42 

current pipeline miles and numbers of facilities, the total estimate is 393 Gg/yr with a 95% upper 43 

confidence limit of 854 Gg/yr (0.10% to 0.22% of the methane delivered nationwide).  This fraction 44 

includes emissions from city gates to the customer meter, but does not include other urban sources or 45 

those downstream of customer meters.  The upper confidence limit accounts for the skewed distribution 46 

of measurements, where a few large emitters accounted for most of the emissions.  This emission estimate 47 

is 36% to 70% less than the 2011 EPA inventory, (based largely on 1990s emission data), and reflects 48 

significant upgrades at metering and regulating stations, improvements in leak detection and maintenance 49 

activities, as well as potential effects from differences in methodologies between the two studies.  50 

 51 

Introduction 52 

Methane (CH4) emissions from the natural gas supply chain account for approximately 30 % of 53 

total United States CH4 emissions1.  Recent developments in shale gas extraction of have resulted in 54 

increased use of natural gas and decreased use of coal and other fossil fuels2.  Natural gas combustion 55 

results in lower carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions compared to the combustion of coal or oil. However, an 56 

increase in throughput of natural gas may increase CH4 emissions due to greater atmospheric losses.  57 

Because the global warming potential of CH4 is 28 to 34 times greater than CO2 on a 100 year timeframe 58 

and up to 84 times greater over a 20-year timeframe3, an increase in CH4 emissions may diminish the CO2 59 

reduction benefit associated with using natural gas as an energy source4,5.  Near-term reductions in CH4 60 

emissions are a vital tool for slowing the rate of climate change5, and as a complement to long-term 61 

reductions in CO2.  Therefore, an accurate estimate of the leak rate of CH4 from natural gas infrastructure 62 

is needed to understand the climate impacts of natural gas use and to identify opportunities for overall 63 

reductions in CH4 emissions.   64 

Much of the data used by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to estimate CH4 65 

emissions from the natural gas industry were collected in the 1990’s as part of a study by the Gas 66 

Research Institute (GRI) and EPA6 (hereafter, GRI/EPA or GRI/EPA 1992 study, since the base year for 67 

the inventory was 1992).  The GRI/EPA study compiled CH4 emission factors (EFs) for components 68 

within the industry and developed estimates of the population of each component type (activity factors, 69 
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AF) across the US.  The products of EF x AF for each source category were used to compile a national 70 

estimate for CH4 emissions from the natural gas industry.  In the EPA emission inventory1 for the year 71 

2011 (hereafter, 2011 EPA inventory), current AFs are used with the original GRI/EPA EFs (with minor 72 

revisions) to calculate the annual CH4 emission rate from natural gas infrastructure of 6,890 Gg/yr, with 73 

local distribution systems accounting for 1,329 Gg/yr, or 19% of the total from the natural gas supply 74 

chain and 0.33% of gas delivered to customers.   75 

Considerable changes have occurred in local natural gas distribution systems since the 1990’s.  76 

There have been substantial replacement and upgrades of equipment within metering and regulating 77 

(M&R) facilities along with reductions in miles of older cast iron (-38% to ≈33,000 total miles) and 78 

unprotected steel pipeline (-22% to ≈66,000 total miles), and increases in protected steel (+8% to 79 

≈480,000 total miles) and plastic (+150% to ≈620,000 total miles) pipeline miles1,7. Leak survey methods 80 

have improved since the 1990s, with an increased emphasis on reporting of CH4 emissions8. However, a 81 

new assessment of CH4 emissions from US natural gas distribution systems in response to these changes 82 

has not occurred. 83 

Here we present results of direct measurements of CH4 emissions from underground pipelines 84 

and M&R facilities across the US.  These data were used to develop new EFs as the basis for a revised 85 

estimate of CH4 emissions from natural gas distribution systems.  We also compiled information from 86 

company surveys to update estimates for emissions from maintenance blow-downs and pipeline dig-ins.  87 

We use these results to provide a new estimate of the total amount of CH4 emitted from the US natural 88 

gas distribution system.   89 

Experimental Methods 90 

Scope of Study At the beginning of the study, we used the available 2010 EPA emission inventory 91 

coupled with uncertainty estimates from the 1992 GRI/EPA study to develop a stratified random 92 

sampling plan targeting the largest CH4 source categories (see Supporting Information SI Section S2.1).  93 

Based on this analysis, eight categories were targeted for sampling (in order of estimated emissions):  94 

M&R with inlet pressures between 100-300 psi, plastic mains, unprotected steel services, unprotected 95 

steel mains, cast iron mains, regulators > 300 psi, M&R > 300 psi, and regulators 100-300 psi.  This list 96 

includes Transmission-Distribution Transfer Stations (TDTS), also called city gates, where gas custody is 97 

transferred from the transmission pipeline to the distribution system.  Sampling within these target 98 

categories occurred from May through November 2013 at 13 local distribution companies (LDCs) across 99 

the US.  Wintertime conditions were not sampled, and there is little information available to suggest how 100 

this might bias the results.  While these LDCs represent less than one percent of the 1400 distribution 101 

companies in the US7, they have 19% of the distribution pipeline mileage (≈226,000 miles), 26% of the 102 
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services (≈15 million services), and deliver 16% of the total gas delivered to customers in 2011.  These 103 

companies, thus, account for a significant percentage of natural gas distributed nationally, although we 104 

recognize the potential bias in our results because companies volunteered to participate in this study, 105 

which was essential for access to facilities for measurements.   Pipeline replacement rates for cast iron 106 

and unprotected steel mains in our partner companies are similar to other LDCs nationwide.  Data from 107 

the DOT pipeline program7 show that the miles of cast iron and unprotected steel mains have decreased 108 

due to replacement by 20% from 2005 through 2013 and that for our partner companies, the miles of cast 109 

iron and unprotected steel have remained a constant fraction (16% ±1%) of the decreasing national total 110 

miles during this period.    111 

To develop a representative database, a random selection process was developed so that 112 

measurements were obtained within targeted, representative areas that we selected within each company’s 113 

distribution system.  Specific pipeline leaks and facilities were selected randomly from LDC leak survey 114 

data and facility lists for the targeted areas.  Class 1 pipeline leaks were not measured since these leaks 115 

are repaired immediately for safety reasons.  Because leaks are classified on the basis of safety (i.e., 116 

proximity to buildings) and not magnitude, class 1 leaks are not necessarily larger than class 2 or 3 leaks.  117 

Further information on the stratified random sampling plan and the partner LDCs is provided in SI 118 

Section S2.0.  Our study does not address emissions downstream of customer meters or other portions of 119 

the natural gas supply chain in urban areas, including natural gas transmission lines and compressor 120 

stations, natural gas vehicles and fueling stations, and liquefied natural gas terminals and storage 121 

facilities.  122 

Sampling methods The high-flow sampling method9,10,11 was the primary measurement technique 123 

used to quantify leak rates on individual components at M&R stations (SI Section 3.1).  The high flow 124 

sampler uses a high flow rate (6-8 standard cubic feet per minute) of air and a modified enclosure to 125 

completely capture the gas leaking from a component.  Catalytic oxidation and thermal conductivity 126 

hydrocarbon sensors measure the CH4 concentration in the air stream, and a thermal gas flow sensor 127 

measures sample flow rate.  A version of the high-flow technique, modified to include a 1.2 m by 1.2 m 128 

surface enclosure and a CH4 detector with a detection limit < 100 ppmv was used to measure surface CH4 129 

emissions from underground pipeline leaks (SI Section 3.2).  High-flow measurements were 130 

supplemented, for quality assurance purposes, by downwind tracer-ratio measurements with instruments 131 

mounted in a van12 ( SI Section S3.3).  We found moderate (±50 %) to excellent (±5 %) agreement 132 

between the downwind tracer-ratio method and high-flow sampling methods (SI Sections S4.11 and 133 

S5.2).  For six different pipeline leaks where we had tracer and direct measurements, total summed 134 

emissions measured were 4.85 and 5.83g/min for the high flow and tracer methods, respectively, which 135 

yields an overall difference (19%) within the experimental uncertainties.  Similarly, for eight M&R 136 
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facilities, the total summed emissions were 66.0 and 51.6 g/min for the high-flow and tracer-ratio 137 

methods, respectively, a difference of 24 %, within the range of the experimental uncertainty (see SI 138 

Sections 3.0 on methods, Sections S4.1.1 and S5.2 on tracer results and SI Appendix B on uncertainty 139 

analyses).   140 

Statistical methods The population of measured leak rates generally shows marked asymmetry, with 141 

a few high emitters accounting for a large fraction of the total measured emissions, requiring highly 142 

skewed probability distributions as models.  We considered eight different probabilistic models for each 143 

data category — Gaussian, lognormal, gamma, Weibull, hyperbolic, inverse Gaussian, Johnson, and 144 

generalized Tukey’s lambda distributions — and compared them using the Bayesian Information 145 

Criterion (BIC), supplemented by inspection of QQ-plots (see SI Section 3.6 and references therein). 146 

Once a model was selected for a category, and its parameters estimated, 105 sample datasets were drawn 147 

from the fitted model in a manner that recognizes the uncertainty of the fitted parameters, where each of 148 

these samples was the same size as the original dataset, and their averages were computed. The overall 149 

average from these bootstrap datasets was the estimate of the mean leak rate for the corresponding source 150 

category, and the 95th percentile of the same set of samples, defined as the 95% upper confidence limit 151 

(UCL), expresses the uncertainty associated with this overall mean.  Further details are provided in the SI 152 

Section 3.6. 153 

 154 

Results and Discussion 155 

Emissions from Underground Pipelines 156 

 Methane emissions from 230 individual underground pipeline leaks were measured to form the 157 

basis for new pipeline EFs.  This sample of leak measurements is twice as large as that used in the 1992 158 

GRI/EPA database, although it is still a small fraction of total leaks in the US.  Based on our stratified 159 

sampling plan, the emission rate measurements were from cast-iron, unprotected steel, cathodically 160 

protected steel, and plastic main and service pipelines.  Typically, cast-iron and unprotected steel pipe 161 

have more leaks per mile than protected steel and plastic pipe6.  Emission factors from pipeline mains 162 

ranged from 0.3 to 1.2 g/min/leak, while EFs from pipeline services ranged from 0.1 to 0.3 g/min/leak 163 

(Table 1).  The estimated 95% UCLs on these EFs were factors of 2 to 4 times larger than the mean EFs.  164 

We found that three large leaks (34.9, 22.2, and 4.9 g/min, from unprotected steel main, protected 165 

steel main, and cast iron main leaks, respectively, accounted for 50% of the total measured emissions 166 

from pipeline leaks.  This type of distribution, where a few leaks account for a large fraction of the total 167 

CH4 emitted, is not unexpected, and it has been observed in other emission studies6,13,14.  For these 168 

skewed distributions, as described previously, the estimated mean for a sampled population and the 169 
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corresponding UCL are best estimated from explicit probabilistic modeling of the skewed distribution of 170 

the measurements to find the distribution type which best matches the observations in each category (see 171 

SI, section S3.6, Figures S3.12, S4.1, S4.5).  172 

Our EFs for underground pipeline leaks were about two times lower than reported in the 1992 173 

GRI/EPA study6 (see Table 1).  The maximum emission rates measured in our study were similar to those 174 

in the GRI/EPA study, on the order of 30 g/min/leak.  For smaller leaks, the GRI/EPA results were larger 175 

than the emission rates measured in the current study (median emission rate of 0.6 g/min/leak, versus 0.06 176 

g/min/leak, respectively).  Therefore, it is clear that our leak distribution has much lower leak rates than 177 

the GRI/EPA study (see SI Figure S4.5). 178 

There are important categorical differences between our measurements and the 1992 GRI/EPA 179 

study.  The EF for plastic mains in the GRI/EPA work was almost seven times larger than our estimate 180 

(0.33 g/min/leak).  In this case the GRI/EPA plastic main EF was based on a relatively small sample size 181 

of six including one very large leak.  Furthermore, recent measurements by the Gas Technology Institute14 182 

(GTI) also suggest lower EFs (1.0 ±1.2 g/min/leak) than the rate used by EPA for plastic mains (1.88 183 

g/min/leak) and the GTI rate is similar to our EF for plastic mains when corrections are made for the GTI 184 

detection limit (See SI Section S4.2).  For leaks from cast iron mains, the GRI/EPA EF was reported on a 185 

per foot basis, which makes it difficult to compare to our measurements of emissions per leak.  For 186 

protected steel mains and plastic services, our EFs were slightly higher than GRI/EPA.  The reasons for 187 

these differences include better leak detection technology now compared to the 1990s, replacement of 188 

older pipelines, better maintenance activities, and, possibly, methodological differences between this 189 

study and the GRI/EPA work.   190 

In the GRI/EPA study, leak rates were measured by digging and isolating pipe sections to 191 

measure leak flow rates, which were then adjusted empirically to account for oxidation of CH4 in the soil 192 

(6).  The soil oxidation correction varied from a few percent for large leaks to as much as 40 % for leaks 193 

from cast iron mains15.  In this work, a surface enclosure was used to measure the emissions at the ground 194 

surface with no disturbance of the pipe and no corrections needed to account for soil oxidation.  195 

Considerable care was taken to completely map and then measure the surface expression of each leak 196 

using a series of gridded enclosure placements (SI Figure S3.3), and we also found good agreement 197 

between the surface enclosure method and an independent tracer-ratio approach (see SI Section S5.2).  In 198 

the GRI work, LDCs conducted the pipe isolation leak measurements on sections of pipe scheduled for 199 

replacement, and audits were conducted to ensure that each company used consistent methods.  In our 200 

work, leaks were selected randomly from the company leak survey database within the general area we 201 

had selected from each LDC service region (SI Section 2.0).  It isn’t possible to determine how these 202 

differences might have affected the results in terms of the overall sample population or individual 203 
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measured leak rates, although GTI showed good agreement between their surface enclosure 204 

measurements and a pipe isolation method14 similar to that used in the GRI/EPA study.  205 

Emissions from Metering and Regulating Stations 206 

We completed measurements at 229 different M&R facilities including 48 TDTS stations (city 207 

gates).  In the GRI/EPA 1992 study, 55 such facilities were measured.  Emission factors for M&R 208 

stations are summarized in Table 2 for the different facility categories used in the emission inventory.  We 209 

found higher emissions for facilities with higher inlet pressures, and lower emissions for vaulted (i.e., 210 

below grade) facilities.  For facilities with inlet pressures > 100 psi, the EFs range from 0.3 to more than 4 211 

g/min/station.  For vaulted facilities, the emissions are less than 0.1 g/min/station.  In each case, the 212 

distribution of measured emission rates is skewed with median emission rates much less than the mean.   213 

M&R stations sometimes have vented devices, such as odorizers and pneumatic controllers, 214 

designed to emit natural gas as part of their normal operation.  We measured emissions from these devices 215 

at M&R facilities and found that they have highly variable emission rates over short periods of time (SI 216 

Section S5.1).  Therefore, measurements were collected using a high-flow sampling system coupled to a 217 

data system to record emissions over 15 to 30 min periods.  The emissions from vented devices typically 218 

represent a significant fraction of the total emissions for facilities so equipped (SI Section S5.1).  The EFs 219 

for odorizers and pneumatic controllers measured during our study were 2.2 and 4.9 g/min as compared to 220 

whole facility EFs that ranged from less than 1 g/min to more than 4 g/min.   221 

There are significant differences between the emission factors from the GRI/EPA 1992 study and 222 

our measurements (Table 2) for M&R facilities.  For the larger emitting categories, the GRI/EPA EFs are 223 

more than 14 times larger than our EFs.  These differences are apparent in the frequency distribution of 224 

emissions from all M&R stations, where the maximum emission rate measured in the GRI/EPA work was 225 

157 g/min/station while the maximum emission rate measured in our study was 56 g/min/station (SI  226 

Section S5.3; Figure S5.6).  The large differences in the EFs are due to the upper 20% of the sites 227 

measured in the GRI/EPA work, since the median value in both studies is essentially identical at 0.3 228 

g/min/station.  229 

To understand the large reductions found in this work relative to the GRI/EPA results, we 230 

identified nine facilities from among the larger emitting sites measured during the GRI/EPA 1992 231 

program to resample with our high-flow and tracer-ratio techniques (Table 3).  These results show 232 

substantial reductions in emissions from each individual station (factors of 2 to 50) from 1992 to the 233 

present, with one exception.  In two cases, the local operator indicated that significant equipment changes 234 

had occurred at the site, while at a third site; the local operator indicated that there had been no equipment 235 

upgrades at the site in the past 20 years.  This particular site was the only site without a significant 236 
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reduction in emissions.  No information was available for equipment changes at the remaining sites.  The 237 

data collected by resampling these facilities support our findings of substantial reductions in emissions 238 

from M&R facilities.    239 

Because of the importance of facility equipment upgrades, we next surveyed the study partner 240 

LDCs and other LDC members of the American Gas Association (AGA) to determine how M&R sites 241 

have been upgraded since 1992 (SI Appendix G).  Results obtained from five partner LDCs for 90 M&R 242 

sites of the 229 sites sampled in this study showed that approximately 60% of the 90 facilities had 243 

undergone some equipment change since 1992.  Information on upgrades was not available for the 244 

remainder of the sampled sites.  Our random sampling approach did not consider facility upgrades in 245 

sampling location selection.  In addition, fourteen LDC members from the AGA reported equipment 246 

upgrade activities with a total of 5,267 out of 12,788, or 41% of facilities having upgrades.  Furthermore, 247 

43% of the responding companies reported rebuilding whole stations since the 1990s.  It was clear from 248 

our interactions with M&R personnel that maintenance activities and attention to leaks have increased, in 249 

part, due to the GHG reporting requirements implemented in the past several years8.  These results 250 

highlight the importance of making periodic emission measurements to account for upgrades and changes 251 

in the natural gas system, and point to the power of reporting requirements in helping to reduce emissions.   252 

The GTI measured emissions from M&R stations using similar methods during 200816. Our 253 

current EF for TDTS stations is lower than the GTI results, but within the large uncertainties associated 254 

with these measurements (SI Table S5.13).  When the measurements are integrated over all M&R stations 255 

on a weighted basis to match the GTI results, the current EFs are approximately half of the GTI results, 256 

but still within the uncertainty estimates of the EF.  For pressure regulating stations, a significant decrease 257 

occurs from the GRI/EPA data to the GTI data and from GTI to our study (See SI Table S5.13).  Overall, 258 

the GTI results are consistent with our results and with significant upgrades in equipment and procedures 259 

for M&R stations from 1992 to the present, although there may be differences in how the GTI study 260 

selected stations and integrated the results.   261 

National Emission Inventory  262 

The US natural gas distribution system has undergone modernization and growth since 19921,7.  263 

Pipelines mains and services have increased by 44% to 1.2 million miles and 63 million services, 264 

respectively.  Modernization of the system has led to substantial reductions in the miles of cast iron (-38% 265 

to ≈33,000 miles) and unprotected steel pipelines (-22% to ≈66,000 miles).  At the same time, there has 266 

been an increase in miles of plastic mains (150% to ≈620,000 miles), protected steel mains (8% to 267 

≈480,000 miles), and plastic and copper services (150% to 43 million services and 352% to 1 million 268 

services, respectively).  For M&R stations, there has been an increase in the number of stations by about 269 
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8% to approximately 150,000 stations.  For customer meters, there has been an increase of 6% in the 270 

number of residential meters to 42 million meters, but a 5% decrease in commercial meters to 4 million 271 

meters.   272 

To quantify the total CH4 emitted from underground pipelines in the US, we developed an AF for 273 

underground pipelines (units of leaks per mile of pipe or number of services).  Because such information 274 

is not available on the national scale, we use the concept of an “equivalent leak” where an equivalent leak 275 

represents a leak that exists for one year6.  For each LDC, equivalent leaks account for the number of 276 

annual leak indications (including customer call-ins), an estimate of the number of actual leaks based on 277 

leak indications (assuming the company does not know about all of their outstanding leaks), the number 278 

of annual leak repairs, and the average time between leak indication and leak repair.  In the GRI/EPA 279 

study, survey results from four LDCs were used as the basis for equivalent leak calculations.  We 280 

followed the same approach and obtained data from six of the study partner LDCs (see SI Section 4.3 and 281 

SI Appendix D). Class 1 leaks were not measured, but were included in the equivalent leak calculations.  282 

Since Class 1 leaks are repaired as soon as possible, including them in the equivalent leak calculations is 283 

conservative in that it will result in greater national emissions.  284 

The annual CH4 emissions in each category for the US are calculated by multiplying the AF 285 

(number of equivalent leaks) in each pipeline category by the appropriate EF (Table 1).  Based on our 286 

estimates, the national total is 197 Gg/yr with a 95% UCL of 554 Gg/yr, where the UCL only accounts for 287 

the uncertainty in the EF values.  The uncertainty in AFs in this study and the 1992 GRI/EPA study are 288 

similar, on the order of ±30%.  These uncertainties are due to variability among the companies surveyed 289 

regarding the number of leak repairs, the time between leak detection and repair, and the number of pipe 290 

miles.  Annual emissions due to leaks in pipeline mains account for 67% of the total underground pipeline 291 

emissions.  Even though cast iron and unprotected steel mains represent less than 10% of national 292 

distribution system pipeline miles, the emissions from these two categories account for 46% of the total 293 

emissions from pipeline mains.  294 

The annual emissions from pipeline leaks estimated in our study are approximately 32% of the 295 

2011 EPA estimates of 623 Gg/yr (Table 4) and approximately 26% of the 1992 GRI/EPA estimates of 296 

751 Gg/yr (SI Table S4.8).  This is due to a combination of lower EFs (CH4 emitted per leak) and lower 297 

AFs (equivalent leaks in the US).  The GRI/EPA 1992 total estimate of 751 Gg/yr decreases to 483 Gg/yr 298 

when the GRI/EPA EFs are used with EPA 2011 AFs (SI Table 4.8).  Therefore, roughly half of the 299 

decrease from the 1992 estimate is due to reductions in AF and the other half is due to the aforementioned 300 

reductions in EFs.   301 

The primary reason for reductions in AFs is the replacement of older cast-iron and unprotected 302 

steel pipe with plastic (see SI Section 4.3 and Tables S4.5-8).  Specifically, the number of pipeline leaks 303 
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has decreased between 25% and 16% for pipeline mains and services, respectively, due to the use of 304 

better pipe materials, efforts to seal cast iron joints, and enhanced leak detection and repair procedures.   305 

A survey of AGA LDCs made during this study indicates that substantial cast-iron pipe replacement and 306 

joint-sealing activities are being conducted in the US.  In fact, over half of the 20 gas companies who 307 

provided information during the survey reported sealing roughly one cast-iron joint per mile of cast-iron 308 

pipe in 2011 (SI Appendix G). 309 

As previously mentioned, our emission rate measurements in each category exhibited a skewed 310 

distribution, and while this is typical of CH4 emission studies, these distributions result in large upper 311 

confidence limits.  In our case, our national emission estimate of 197 Gg/yr has a 95% upper confidence 312 

limit of 554 Gg/yr that is within ~10 % of the 2011 EPA emission estimate of 623 Gg/yr.  Given the 313 

effect that just a few large leaks have on the mean EF, it is important to recognize the upper bound as an 314 

integral part of any comparison with other emission estimate methods.   315 

We also examined how emissions from pipeline leaks varied on a regional basis in the U.S. due to 316 

differences in pipeline type and miles by region (see SI Section S4.3; there was no statistical difference in 317 

EFs by region).  The eastern region accounts for 34% of the total U.S. CH4 from pipeline leaks, while the 318 

western region contributes less than 20% (Figure 1).  In the eastern region, emissions are dominated by 319 

leaks from cast iron and unprotected steel characteristic of older systems.  As such, leaks from cast iron 320 

and unprotected steel pipe account for 70% of the eastern emissions and almost half of total U.S. 321 

emissions.  In the western region, systems are newer with more miles of plastic and protected steel pipe, 322 

and leaks from these systems contribute less than 5% of the total US emissions.  These regional variations 323 

and the low emissions associated with plastic pipes are significant as the U.S. moves towards replacement 324 

of older pipelines with plastic and uses plastic for new distribution expansion. 325 

To extrapolate to a national level for the M&R emissions, we use the same categories as used in 326 

the 2011 EPA GHG emission inventory along with current AF for each category.  For the present study, 327 

the results indicate a total CH4 emission rate from M&R stations of 42 Gg/yr with a 95% UCL of 83 328 

Gg/yr (Table 4).  The top two contributing categories are M&R (>300 psi) stations, which includes TDTS 329 

stations, and M&R (100 – 300 psi) (see SI Table 5.14), and these account for more than half of the 330 

estimated emissions.   331 

Our annual CH4 emission total for M&R stations in the U.S. is significantly lower than the 2011 332 

EPA estimate (552 Gg/yr) by factors of seven to thirteen (Table 4).  These differences are large, but are 333 

supported by significant differences in emissions at the revisited large emitting sites from the GRI/EPA 334 

study and from industry information which indicates significant improvements in equipment and 335 

maintenance.  These differences are also supported by the results from the GTI study16 which also showed 336 

significant decreases in emissions for M&R facilities compared to the GRI/EPA 1992 work.   337 
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For comparison to the EPA inventory for distribution systems, we used results from surveys of 338 

AGA companies to update estimates for maintenance and mishaps (see SI Appendix G).  Together, our 339 

estimates for CH4 losses from pipeline leaks, M&R facilities, maintenance activities, and mishaps, along 340 

with the EPA estimate for customer meters, address emissions from US local distribution systems up to 341 

and including the customer meter.  Our estimate for these categories for the total US emission rate is 393 342 

Gg/yr with a 95% UCL of 854 Gg/yr.  The UCL on this new inventory is approximately 36% less than the 343 

EPA 2011 emission inventory, while the mean emission total is 70% less than the EPA estimate.  The 344 

reduction in the national total is due to a combination of lower EFs and AFs. Changes in EF are clearly 345 

linked to equipment upgrades at M&R stations and to changes in pipeline leak survey methods, 346 

replacement of older pipe, and better maintenance efforts.  There may also be a difference in EFs due to 347 

the differences in sampling methodologies used here vs the original GRI/EPA work, but the effects of 348 

these differences in methods are difficult to determine.   The 2012 EPA inventory, currently in draft form, 349 

shows a decrease of 100 Gg/yr compared to the 2011 EPA inventory, which does not substantially change 350 

the comparison.  Our new estimate represents 0.10% to 0.22% of the CH4 delivered via the distribution 351 

system.  Our results also show considerable differences on a regional basis throughout the US because of 352 

differences in pipeline types and miles by region. 353 

 The magnitude of the UCL is due to the skewed distribution of measurements collected in this 354 

study and is typical of emission rate measurements from the natural gas distribution system.  The upper 355 

limit also includes uncertainties for customer meters, maintenance, and mishaps (e.g., accidental dig-ins) 356 

that were estimated from company surveys in a manner similar to that used in the GRI/EPA study. For 357 

customer meters, GTI conducted high-flow measurements on 2800 customer meters in 200816.  If the GTI 358 

EFs are used in place of the EPA 2011 emission estimate for customer and commercial meters, the US 359 

total emissions for these meters decreases from 112 Gg/yr to 81 Gg/yr.   360 

While our study provides a significant increase in the number of measurements for pipeline leaks 361 

and M&R facility emissions, additional sampling would improve our understanding of the frequency 362 

distribution of leaks, particularly for the few large leaks that seem characteristic of the distribution.  As 363 

noted previously, we were limited to LDCs which volunteered to participate in this work; uncertainties 364 

remain regarding leak rates in other locations.  However, we might expect leak frequency to differ among 365 

LDCs due to maintenance and pipeline material differences, but the actual leak rates (EFs) might be 366 

expected to be similar.  We were also limited to non-winter sampling conditions; the effects of frozen 367 

soils upon pipeline leak rates and greater natural gas throughput in winter months have not been 368 

addressed in this work.  Looking forward, technology that would allow rapid leak detection and direct 369 

measurement of emission rates would expand the database of leaks and reduce the uncertainty in EFs.  370 
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Additional efforts to develop AFs by surveying more companies would also help to reduce uncertainties 371 

in these bottom-up estimates.   372 

Top-down emission estimates, which infer emission rates from ambient CH4 observations, are 373 

vital in constraining emission estimates.  These approaches typically provide larger emissions estimates 374 

than bottom-up approaches17, which indicates that further work is required to address sources not 375 

explicitly included in our direct source measurements.  For example, McKain et al.18 have reported top-376 

down CH4 and ethane measurements in Boston, MA with inverse modeling analyses that suggest natural 377 

gas sources account for 60% to 100% of the enhanced CH4 levels depending on the season of the year.  378 

Similar results have been reported elsewhere from top-down studies19,20, and this seems to be supported 379 

by non-quantitative city street surveys of CH4 concentrations21,22.  Further work on reconciling  bottom-up 380 

emission inventories with top-down emission estimates is needed to address all of the sources 381 

contributing to CH4 emissions from the natural gas supply chain in urban areas since top-down methods 382 

cannot yet provide specific source attributions.  These include emissions downstream of customer meters 383 

from industrial facilities, commercial structures, and residential housing, emissions from pipeline leaks 384 

that migrate into sewer lines and vents, emissions from transmission lines and compressor stations within 385 

urban areas, from natural gas vehicles and refueling stations, from liquefied natural gas terminals and 386 

storage facilities, or other unidentified sources.  Such efforts are underway in  Indianapolis, IN23, among 387 

other urban areas, and EDF is sponsoring emission studies of several of these source sectors.  Additional 388 

work is needed to treat seasonal differences such as reported in Boston18.   389 

In summary, this survey of methane emissions from a sample of the natural gas distribution 390 

systems of the U.S. is based on direct measurements and is the most comprehensive since that of the 391 

1990’s.  Instances of significant emissions reductions have been quantified, in particular,  reductions 392 

ranging from approximately a factor of 2 to 50 for some M&R stations, and illustrate the impact of two 393 

decades of advances in technologies and changes to operational procedures that reduce emissions.   394 
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Table 1 Comparison of national methane emission factor estimates from underground pipeline leaks 521 
based on the current study and the 1992 EPA/GRI study. 522 
 523 

Pipeline Material 
This Study 1992 GRI/EPA 

n Emission Factor 
(g/min) 

95% UCL 
(g/min) n Emission Factor 

(g/min) 
95% UCL 

(g/min) 

Main Pipelines 

Cast Iron 14 0.90 3.35 21 3.57* 5.60* 

Unprotected Steel 74 0.77 2.07 20 1.91 3.70 

Protected Steel 31 1.21 4.59 17 0.76 1.40 

Plastic 23 0.33 0.67 6 1.88 8.20 

Services 

Unprotected Steel 19 0.13 0.19 13 0.34 0.54 

Protected Steel 12 0.33 0.93 24 0.74 1.53 

Plastic 38 0.13 0.19 4 0.11 0.27 
*GRI/EPA EF converted from SCF/mile to g/min/leak using cast iron pipeline miles and equivalent leaks 524 

from this study 525 
 526 
 527 
 528 
Table 2.  Comparison of national methane emission factors for metering and regulating facilities based on 529 
the current study and the 1992 EPA/GRI study 530 
 531 
 532 

Facilities 

This Study 1992 GRI/EPA 

n Emission Factor 
(g/min) 

95% UCL 
(g/min) n 

Emission 
Factor 
(g/min) 

90% UCL 
(g/min) 

M&R Stations 

>300 psi 59 4.06 7.67 31 57.4 79.6 

100-300 psi 10 1.88 1.88 6 30.5 64.6 

<100 psi 0 -- -- 3 1.4 4.5 

Regulating Stations 

>300 psi 41 1.64 4.85 13 51.6 81.4 

100-300 psi 41 0.27 0.73 7 12.9 21.4 

40 -100 psi 13 0.31 0.73 7 0.32 0.60 

<40 psi 1 0.0 0.0 0 -- -- 

Vaults* 23 0.10 0.13 28 0.03- 0.41 0.06 –1.18 

*all pressure categories are combined for underground vaults. 533 
534 
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 535 

Table 3.  Comparison of results for high emitting city gates in the GRI/EPA study with results from re-536 
visiting these same sites in this study.  Blank cells indicate no information available from facility 537 
operators. 538 

Facility 
GRI/EPA 

Methane ER 
(g/min) 

This Study 
Methane ER 

(g/min) 

Ratio 
(1992 / 2013) 

Facility 
Modifications 

A 162 30.3 5.30  

B 118 6.14 19.3 Rebuilt 

C 62 8.49 7.2  

D 40 56.2 0.70 No Changes 

E 29 0.543 53  

F 27 14.6 1.9  

G 24 5.19 4.6  

H 23 1.30 18 Rebuilt 

I 18 6.14 2.9  

   13 Average Ratio 

Totals for 
Revisited 

Sites 
504 129 3.9 Ratio of Totals 

 539 

Table 4.  Summary of the overall emission inventory for US natural gas distributions systems for this 540 
study and the 2011 EPA GHG inventory (1). 541 

Category 

This Study EPA 2011 

Methane 
Emissions 

(Gg) 

95% Upper 
Confidence 

Limit 
(Gg) 

Methane 
Emissions 

(Gg) 

Pipelines 

Mains 132 431 429 

Services 63.6 124 194 

Pipeline Subtotal 197 554 623 

Equipment 

M&R facilities 42.3 82.9 552 

Customer Meters* 112 150 112 

Maintenance 1.6 2.5 3.7 

Upsets 41.6 64.1 38.9 

Equipment Subtotal 197 300 706 

Total 393 854 1329 

* EPA emission factor used for this category.   542 

 543 

544 
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 545 

 546 
Figure 1.  Percentage of total US methane emissions from underground pipeline leaks by region and by 547 

pipeline type and category.  The total US emission estimate for pipeline leaks is 197 Gg/yr with a 95% 548 

upper confidence limit of 554 Gg/yr.   549 
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